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GOVERNMENT

DRIVE ENGAGEMENT AND TEAM DEVELOPMENT
BY PROVIDING A SPACE FOR YOUR TALENTS TO
SHOWCASE THEIR SUCCESS JOURNEY.

PRODUCT SHEET

WE HELP GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS
AND AGENCIES TO DRIVE ENGAGEMENT
AND TEAM DEVELOPMENT BY PROVIDING
A SPACE FOR ITS TALENTS TO SHOWCASE
THEIR SUCCESS JOURNEY.
To some of your talents, work is simply a job. To
many more, your department or agency is a lifeline
to social interaction, their dream, and a place for
them to belong.
By utilizing Rich Dreams, you are investing in your
talents by providing a safe and secure platform
where they can interact with their peers, and
showcase their dream journey at your department
or agency.
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ENABLE

UNIFY

Rich Dreams will help enable the talents at
your government departments and agencies

Unify all the talents in your different
government departments and agencies

to showcase their success journey and drive
engagement and team development. Your
departments and agencies will be enabled to
invest in their professional development to

branches in one central safe space where
they can connect, support, and keep each
other accountable to drive engagement and
team development.

best serve your customers.

MAXIMIZE
Maximise the utilisation of the resources
currently in your disposal to expand your
capabilities and offerings for your talents to
showcase their success journey.

TRACK DATA
Tell a data-driven story of the engagement
and
team
development
of
your
government departments and agencies.
This will help your departments and
agencies to visualise the engagement data
of your talents with configurable reports
and demographics. The data will help for
talent professional development and
measuring operational metrics and KPIs.
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Teamwork is so important
that it is virtually impossible
for your talents to reach the
heights of their capabilities
or achieve your department
or agency goals without
becoming very good
at it. We provide the
platform for your
talents to achieve
this while they
showcase their
success
journey.

DRIVE ENGAGEMENT AND TEAM DEVELOPMENT
BY PROVIDING A SPACE FOR YOUR TALENTS TO
SHOWCASE THEIR SUCCESS JOURNEY.
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GOVERNMENT SUBSCRIBER FEATURES
As a Government Subscriber, you will receive the following
features
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You will have on-the-go access to
your private Rich Dreams platform
through our apps.

showcase their success journey.
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Security
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With Rich Dreams, you can tell a
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achieve better results for your Rich
Dreams platform.

You have the opportunity to whitelabel the Rich Dreams platform to
suit your department or agency.
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TALENT FEATURES
Talents will have access to the following features on your Rich
Dreams platform

Tailored Profiles

Multimedia Formats

Talents can create a fully tailored
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Talents can message those in their
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be
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manage those groups.

Messages
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reflection journals.

Security

thoughts
in
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Talents can have peace of mind by
protecting their safety through our
robust security features.
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SAFETY

We take care of your safety
and protect your talents
from harm so they can
have the peace of mind to
showcase their success
journey.

WE ARE
COMMITTED TO
YOU
Rich Dreams works
with you to provide
powerful solutions to
help your department
or agency achieve its
vision.

TRUST
We work hard to ensure
you are confident and can
rely on our service.

OPPORTUNITY
By leveling the playing field
and providing you with the
resources, no dream will
be too big for talents to
achieve.

INCLUSIVITY
We pride ourselves on
making your students feel
comfortable in being
themselves and expressing
all aspects of their identity
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LET US WORK WITH YOU
Coming together is a beginning. Keeping together is progress. Working
together is success.

richdreams.co

